Political Geography - Reading List for SE lectures

Key Texts


Introductory Lecture and General Reading

Recommended

Agnew et. al. *A Companion to Political Geography,* Introduction
Jones, et. al., *An Introduction to Political Geography,* Ch. 1.
Painter, J. and Jeffrey, A. *Political Geography,* Introduction and Ch. 1

Additional

A. Burnett & P. J. Taylor (eds.), *Political Studies from Spatial Perspectives,* Chichester: Wiley, 1981. 910.132BUR
Klaus Dodds and David Atkinson (eds.) *Geopolitical Traditions: A century of geopolitical thought.* London: Routledge, 2000. 320.12 GEO
Christer Jönsson, Sven Tägil & Gunnar Törnqvist, Organizing European Space, London: Sage, 2000. 914JON
David Turnbull, Maps are Territories, Science is an Atlas, Geelong: Deakin UP, 1989. 5(09):528.9 TUR

Understanding Key Concepts: Power and the State

Recommended

John Allen, “Power”, in Agnew et. al. A Companion to Political Geography
Additional

Michel Foucault, *Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings 1972-77*, Harvester, Brighton, 1980. 194.9FOU
Michel Foucault, *Power*, London: Allen Lane, 2002. 194.9FOU
Dipankar Gupta, *Culture, Space and the Nation-State: From Sentiment to Structure*, Sage, 2001. 320.15 GUP

**Understanding Key Concepts: Space and Territory**

**Recommended**

Elden, “Why is the World Divided Territorially?” in Edkins & Zehfuss, *Global Politics*
Jones et. al. *An Introduction to Political Geography*, Ch. 2
Paasi, “Territory”, in Agnew et. al. *A Companion to Political Geography*

**Additional**


T. Kuehls, *Beyond Sovereign Territory: The Space of Ecopolitics*, University of Minnesota Press, 1996. 301.31KUE


Henri Lefebvre, *Key Writings*, London: Continuum, 2003. 300.1LEF


**Understanding Key Concepts: Borders and Frontiers**
Recommended


Newman, “Boundaries”, in Agnew et. al. *A Companion to Political Geography*

Additional


